143-year-old firm hit by toughest challenge

By Chase DiFeliciantonio

Clouds made of steel. Letters wrought in neon. A giant map pin towering from the rooftops as if dropped from the heavens. The giant letters that crown Howard U. Howard student Otis Ferguson, whose chance meeting with Stephen Curry led to the school reviving golf and starting a club, said his “main focus” now is “keeping the team going.”

Coronavirus update

As of 9:45 p.m. Friday

BAY AREA
146,723 1,956 cases deaths

CALIFORNIA
1,181,856 19,090 cases deaths

UNITED STATES
13,088,821 264,858 cases deaths

“Since that day, this has continued to expand. It’s like a new pair of shoes — they don’t feel like your own shoes.”

Howard student Otis Ferguson, whose chance meeting with Stephen Curry led to the school reviving golf and starting a club, said his “main focus” now is “keeping the team going.”

Curry tees up two golf teams for Howard U.

By Ron Kreis chick

Edime Okong grew up in Uganda playing cricket and soccer, started attending summer golf camps at age 7 and was an avid golfer, donating more than $1 million to create a new golf course on the campus of the all-important pollinator already facing myriad challenges, from mite infestations to widespread colony collapse.

When work, home lives start to blur

Taking time off vital, say mental health experts

By Ryan Kost

Most years, Zelia Padilha planned to take one big vacation trip she could plan for and look forward to. This year, the destiny was going to be Italy. “For a brief period of time, we even considered going,” she laughs as she says it. That was early on in the pandemic, before anyone really understood the sort of year that lay ahead.

“I’m almost all the time at my work computer,” Padilha said. “Home just becomes the workforce, 2020 is turning out to be a historically destructive wildfire season that consumed millions of acres statewide. The wildfires dealt yet another devastating blow to the all-important pollinator already facing myriad challenges, from mite infestations to widespread colony collapse.

Wildfires add to honeybees’ survival woes

By Nora Mishance

The flared truck was laden with chickens and honey as Caroline Yelle sped away from her Vacaville apiary, away from the flames licking the ridgeline. The honeybees would have to stay behind.
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